
A LEVEL FINE ART: BRIDGING ASSIGNMENT 2022 

Your Task: 
You are to construct an A5 sketch book compiled of gallery & museum visits which should aim to 

include; a comparison study of 2 of the artists/designers/or design movements you have select-

ed, including observational studies linked to your comparisons.  

You will then need to ‘design and develop’ a wooden chair in the style and theme of the artist, 

designer or  movement you have investigated from one of your chosen artists. The chair must 

still be functional and be reflective of the style in focus. This is essentially a sculptural outcome, 

with its aesthetic being more important than its functionality. Feel free to add more materials to 

the chair to reflect the style chosen.  The chair needs to be reflective but also with your own per-

sonal twist! 

What could I include in my A5 sketch book? 
• Photographs of your visit, including tickets you’ve acquired 

• Observational studies of the work of at least 5 artists/art movements 

• Research into your chosen artists in focus, obtained from the gallery or when you get 

home. 

• Postcards of selected pieces of artwork from the galleries (you can generally buy these 

from the gift shop) 

• Ideas for an artist/movement inspired theme for a chair design. 

• Gallery write up about your visit(s) and experience (see below) for more information on 

this 
 

Gallery write up: 
To provide evidence that you have visited galleries in your sketch book, it would be appropriate 

to discuss your visit through the means of writing and images. During your gallery visit(s) you 

may want to buy postcards of particular pieces of artwork that took your interest. We recom-

mend at least 5 different pieces of artwork to be discussed in the sketch book and recommend 

visiting at least 2 galleries of your choice. We would expect to see some studies of the work in 

focus (using any media of your choice; i.e. paint, charcoal, pencils, collage etc.) 

What galleries could I visit? 

There are so many galleries available to visit in London, most of which are free to get in to. Below are listed 

some of the  recommended exhibitions taking place this summer: 

• The National Gallery 

• Whitechapel Gallery 

• Vitoria & Albert Museum 

• Hayward Gallery 

• Saatchi Gallery 

• Tate Britain / Tate Modern 

• The Royal Academy of Arts (Summer Exhibition) 

• The British Portrait Gallery 

• Serpentine Gallery 

 

What art movements could I explore? 
If you would prefer to look at an ‘art movement’ and explore artists from within a movement then we recom-

mend the following art movements: 

• Art Nouveau 

• Art Deco 

• Cubism 

• Futurism 

• Impressionism 

• Surrealism 

• Modernism 

 

Limitations: 
Your work will be used in the first project and an extended learning task. Failure to produce work to the re-

quired standard and volume may impact your place on the programs of study. You are required to have ob-

tained a wooden chair for the first unit of work. The chair will be the base of the project, so if you are able to 

acquire a free or very, very cheap (tip, skip or eBay) is best - not one from the family dining set! 

• All written work must be produced by hand 

• No typing 

Need more inspiration? Check out our 
Pinterest page! 


